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1 Introduction

The business processes (BP) theory [1, 2] is one of the areas of the processes theory, represents the “section of mathematical theory of programming, studying mathematical models of the of dynamical systems behavior” [3]. In [3] the process is defined as “a pattern of behavior which is performed by action.” BP-theory models are well suited for studying hierarchical systems, including organizational systems and their processes (business processes).

In fact, in processes theory the process represented by the state transition diagram (STD), including such objects as the state, initial state, transition, action (but not including the conditions of transition between states). Differences from classic STD are in the presence of many process variables, the initial conditions of the process, the use of operators instead of action. The theory provides a formal description (as well as the analysis and verification) processes with message passing based on the calculus communicating systems by R. Milner [4].

The following areas lists as sources and precursors of the processes theory [3]:

1. The theory of communicating sequential processes Hoare [5, 6], which investigates the interaction model synchronous parallel processes based on message passing.
2. The calculus of communicating systems of Milner [4], which introduced denotational semantics of concurrent processes, a flow graph with synchronized ports, using the model of interaction of parallel processes Hoare.
4. The mobile processes (describes the behavior of distributed systems with change communications between its components and structure), the theory of Petri nets, the theory of partial orders, the temporal logic, the metric approach (studies the notion of distance between processes), the synchrony and asynchrony communicating automata, etc.

We will use the following definitions [8] for this article purposes:

- **Business operation** is an atomic (indivisible) action that execute one job.
- **Business function** is a set of operations grouped by a particular attribute.
- **Business process** is a related set of functions, which consumes some resources and generates a product (physical or intangible result of human labor: the subject, the service of scientific discovery, idea).
The formal apparatus underlying the BP-theory are based on the such directions of programming theory as formal grammar and languages; parallel processes and methods of paralleling; test theory; methods of optimization, verification, analysis and evaluation of quality; the theory of databases and knowledge bases; structural methods of analysis and design.

The report addresses the following parts of the BP-theory:

- types and classes of BP,
- BP-models (types, notations),
- modeling technologies,
- structuring/decomposition methods,
- engineering/reengineering methods,
- analysis and verification methods,
- methods for the transition from BP-models to requirements for automation of BP.

2 Types and classes of BP

There are several BP classifications (based on their grouping on a functional basis, by appointment, etc.), the most commonly used ones is given in [8, 9]. However, the role of such classifications is only to help in structuring the business model (in fact, different methods of model structuring are based on them).

In [10] there are introduced a special class of BP – the "conveyor" process, it is wider than "classic" conveyor, and it allows to calculate the main BP characteristics cannot be evaluated using simulation. The conveyor model of a process has the following major differences from classic models of conveyor:

1. BP is described using acyclic oriented graph with operation or trigger function as vertices.
2. Numerical characteristics of the process are determined by the recursive expressions (not analytically).

3 BP models

This section of the BP theory is based on the structural approach to BP modeling. A conceptual model of the structural language is given in [8], it comprises four basic components – language dictionary, language syntax, a set of abstract semantic rules/procedures, aspects of linguistic pragmatics.

There are three basic models – the functional, date, behavioral (all three can include elements orgstructure model). Types of BP models are divided into static and dynamic, its formalisation lows are divided into weakly formalized and formal.

The formal BP model proposed in [11]. The lower level of the model contains information objects (IO) represented by the tuples $D_i(a_{i1}, a_{i2}, ..., a_{in})$, where $D_i$ is the identifier of the i-th IO, $a_{ij}$ is the j-th attribute of the i-th IO. A business operation is simulated as a pair $T_i D_j=(T_i, D_j)$, where $T_i$ is the type of IO operations. There are the
following types of operations: creating, assigning values (definition), archiving, destruction, registration, familiarization, editing, approval (sight), coordination of publication (for public access), transmission performance (including appointment routes), control of execution, binding to another IO. As rule $T_i D_j = (T_1 a^1_i, T_1 a^2_i, \ldots, T_1 a^k_i)$, however, for some operations (e.g., editing operations) may exist indices $m$ such that $T_i a^m = a^m_i$, i.e. the operation may not apply to all attributes of IO. The business function is modeled by the tuple business transactions $I_m ((T_1 m, D_1 l), \ldots, (T_k m, D_k l))$, where $I_m$ is the role of the employee, $T_1 m, \ldots, T_k m$ - elements of the set $\{T_i\}$, $D_1 l, \ldots, D_k l$, the elements of the set $\{D_j\}$. The business process model is a graph of control of business functions $G (N, n_0, n_f, E, M, EM, EN, R, ER)$, where $N$ is the set of nodes, each of which corresponds to the business function; $n_0$ and $n_f$ - input and a terminating node, respectively; $E$ is a set of control edges such that $\forall i, j \in N \cup \{n_0, n_f\}: (i, j) \in E$ if possible when performing a business function $i$ will execute the business function $j$; $M$ is the set of nodes corresponding to the structural units of the enterprise; EM is the set of edges of subordination such that $\forall i, j \in M: (i, j) \in EM$, if the structural unit $j$ is subject to structural unit $i$; EN is the edge set of the execution of the business functions that $\forall i \in M, j \in N: (i, j) \in EN$, if the business function $j$ can be executed in unit $i$; R - the set of resources of the enterprise; ER - the set of weighted edges in the use of resources such that $\forall i \in R, j \in N: (i, j) \in ER$, if the business function $j$ uses at run time, the resource $i$.

4 Modeling technologies

Modern BP modeling technologies are based on the following basic principles:

1. Integration of models of different types, for example, DFD-technology [12, 13] (integrating diagrams DFD, CFD, ERD, STD and processes specification in different notations), Zachman framework [14], “3D-enterprise” model [15], Bunge-Wanda-Weber ontological model [16].
2. “Translation” from static to dynamic models (especially to Petri nets [17, 18]), for example, software Design/IDEF–Design/CPN (the transition from IDEF0 to color Petri nets), CPN-AMI and INCOME (the transition from DFD to Petri nets).
3. “Translation” from models of simple types to more “developed” models, in particular, the transition from DFD or IDEF0 to a BP graph [11].

Among the formalized technologies of building a “correct” model, it should be noted the method of ERD normalization using Codd normal forms [19], which consists in transforming the most simple schema to Third normal form (3NF). Note that in practice schema 1NF and 2НФ tend to occur when you try to describe a few real-world entity in one schema (order and book, project and staff). 3NF is the most simple way of presenting data that reflects common sense. Building a 3NF, we actually released the basic domain entities.
5 Structuring/decomposition methods

The basic principles of structuring are given in [8, 9]. In [20] the process decomposition is defined as a random Galton-Watson branching process [21]. There are builded the probabilistic model of the process decomposition, estimated the expected number of BP model elements, the time of BP scenarios design, the design complexity, the decomposition depth, etc.

In [22] the method of constructing the BP model based on ontological model of Bunge-Wanda-Weber is proposed, and the “correctness” of model decomposition is proved.

In [11] the metrics to evaluate of decomposition quality (based on general properties of “good” system - coupling and cohesion) are proposed, and many types of coupling and cohesion are introduced and ranked (the statistics show that more than 70% of the real BP are matching these types). The method of BP designing with given “good” type of coupling and cohesion is developed.

The set of methods for developing of BP regulations are proposed in [23, 24] from practical point.

6 Engineering/reengineering methods

In [25] the approach to the enterprises engineering based the application of intelligent technologies is proposed. The BP reengineering and management evolution with using dynamic intelligent systems, simulation modeling and knowledge management systems is presented. Integration paradigm enterprises engineering using methods of strategic engineering, cognitive and data mining, service-oriented architectures enterprises, multi-agent technology and ontological engineering is shown.

In [11, 26] the formalized engineering/reengineering methodology based on BP graph model is proposed. Its central method is the method of designing a BP scenarios. This method allow to expand the number of analyzed scenarios of the business process until they complete enumeration, on the one hand, and to cut off the greater part of scenarios, unacceptable for a number of objective and subjective criteria, on the other hand. The corresponding parallel attribute grammar is a generative BP grammar including following nine objects: $G = (V_N, V_T, V_0, P, A_s, M_s, A_n, M_n, C)$, where $V_T$ - the set of terminal symbols; $V_N$ - the set of nonterminal symbols; $V_0 \subseteq V_N$ - the set of initial symbols; $P$ - the set of generative rules; $A_s$ - the finite set of synthesized attributes; $M_s$ - the set of methods for the synthesis of attributes; $A_n$ is the finite set of inherited attributes; $M_n$ - the set of methods inheritance attributes; $C$ - a set of characters that define the parallelism. The first four object $G$ determines the traditional way of generating grammar description. The following four object defines a set of properties (attributes) characterizing the symbols generated by chains, and rules for processing these properties. The last symbol is intended to enable the generation of business functions that can (but not necessarily must) be executed in parallel.

It is proved [11] that
1. BP scenario belongs to the class of regular sets, i.e. it is the smallest of all the classes of languages that contain the sets $\Omega$, $\{\varepsilon\}$, and closed with respect to operations of union, concatenation and iteration. Therefore, it is a language recognized by a nondeterministic finite state machine.

2. Its generating grammar is right grammar.

Currently, under this section, the BP theory develops in the direction of formalize the properties of “good” (according to [27]) processes such as horizontal and vertical sealing, versioning, etc.

7 Analysis and verification methods

This section includes BP testing method, static data flow analysis method, dynamic analysis techniques based on Petri nets, functional-cost analysis method and methods of BP evaluating on the basis of software quality metrics.

The BP testing method [28] are based on data flows model [11] reflected the relationship between definition and use of information objects under different masks (for example, data access rights). The proposed method of testing allows you to:

- provide detection of specific BP errors in data flows associated with their treatment under various masks that are not detected by other known testing methods;
- ensure detection of all errors detected by other testing methods (based on the analysis of graph models of objects).

The static analysis method of [29] provides automatic detection of errors in “static semantics” of BP.

Dynamic analysis based on Petri nets [30] is the most developed area in this section the BP theory. In practice, there are used complex and developed Petri nets. The modifications usually relate to the following three points [17, 31]:

- the introduction of a hierarchy (hierarchical Petri nets);
- identify differences in markers, each of which has its own unique characteristics (colored Petri nets);
- introduction of multi-markers positions (Petri nets with multi-positions).

The functional-cost analysis method is described in detail in [32].

Methods of BP evaluating on quality metrics software basis are based on construct a comprehensive evaluation method combining volume and topological metrics (such as Halstead measure [33], the cyclomatic complexity measure of McCabe [34], the node-based measure [35], measures Henry Kafura [36], etc.) and procedures of expert estimation.
8 Methods for the transition from BP-models to requirements for automation of BP

One of the first methods of transition from BP models to the requirements for their automation was a method of transition from the BP functional model as hierarchy of DFD diagrams to structural charts as models of the BP automation system design phase [37]. This research is to assess the quality of the constructed models was conducted.

In [38] the method of requirements generation and analysis based on the modification of BP graph is proposed. The requirements model (reduced graph) is investigated in following areas: calculation of metrics of coupling and cohesion, the adequacy of the BP model, etc.

9 Conclusion

The article is one of the first attempts of systematization of formal methods for modeling, analysis, reorganization and automation of business processes and formation of their general theory, based on the theory and methods of sequential programming. Private theories associated with different kinds of concurrency of business processes – theory pipelined processes, the theory of vector (synchronous) processes, the theory of asynchronous processes – are outside the focus remained.

As for the general theory of processes, the article helped to identify the main gaps and to formulate directions of development and the creation of its formal methods.
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